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From the Editor - Board, not Bored
Don Carson, NAR #11 069

The NAR Board of Trustees meets at least 3 times a year to
discuss NAR business. Many people do not realize that those
meetings are open to the membership (except for a short
executive session).

I attended the meeting at NARCON to support a member issue I
raised about adding electronic newsletters for consideration of
the LAC Newsletter Award. I decided to attend all of the open portion of the meeting to see what I
could learn.

What I got was a fascinating look into the workings of the NAR and a new appreciation for the
volunteers who make it function for us. The Board welcomed me into the meeting and, for nearly
the whole time, I was the only non-Board member in attendance.

I was invited to address an issue I had raised concerning the requirement that only printed copies
of newsletters are considered for the award. I noted that most sections have moved to an electronic
format of some kind to communicate with their members and with other sections. I also pointed out
that the cost of printing and mail ing for just the 3 judges can amount to a considerable sum for a
club, and that a number of clubs do not participate because of that. We had a good discussion and
the Board assigned a few actions to get some more information. Based on this, I expect to get a
response at the next Board meeting at NARAM.

I have to say it was an enlightening experience. I f you care about the NAR and how it is run, I
highly recommend that you try to attend some or all of a Board of Trustees meeting. Both you and
the NAR wil l be the better for it.

As always, thanks to all of you who contribute to our club newsletter. You make it happen.

Front Cover: Space Shuttle Discovery graces the

Space Wing of the Udvar-Hazy Center.

Photo: D. Carson

Back cover: The European propulsion system of the
Orion spacecraft has been installed at NASA’s White
Sands Test Facility and is ready for testing. Its 21
engines, including the Shuttle Orbital Maneuvering
System (OMS) engine, eight auxiliary thrusters and 12
smaller thrusters will undergo ‘hot firing’ , in which all
engines will be ignited. .
Photo: NASA

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. I t is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for the

common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org
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Recent NARCONs have been held near attractions of
interest to most rocketeers. This year was no different.
Held a short distance from the Udvar-Hazy Center, the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum’s annex
at Dulles Airport and also close to Aurora Flight
Sciences, developers of some amazing futuristic
aircraft. This promised to be a great event and did not
disappoint.

Activities surrounding NARCON began Thursday
evening with a meeting of the Board of Trustees which
was continued on Friday morning, see coverage of that
elsewhere in this issue.

Thursday afternoon featured a fantastic tour of Aurora
Flight Sciences. No cameras were allowed so we have
no pictures to show, but you can go to their website and see much of
what we saw.

NARCON 201 7 was official ly kicked off on Friday evening by organizer
Trip Barber. Trip provided an overview of the weekend’s activities and
covered some logistics (Presentations are now available at the NAR
website l inked in the schedule pages). This NARCON hit the maximum
registration of 200 early and they had to shut down online early
registration!

Next up was NAR President John Hochheimer. John provided an
entertaining State of the NAR. Basical ly the NAR is in pretty good shape -
membership is at an all-time high and growing, we are financial ly sound and have
good programs in place. One area not doing so great is competition. The NAR
has set up a committee to see what can be done to increase participation in
competition. The committee reported out in one of Saturday’s sessions.

Research and Development presentations were next and there was significant
money at stake. Aurora sponsored cash prizes of $500, $300, and $200 for 1 st,
2nd, and 3rd places. Chris Flanigan took first, our own Stoil Avramov took second
among some pretty heavy competition with Matt Steele, Dan Wolf, and Tim Van
Mil l igan rounding out the field.

NAR CONVENTION 201 7
By Don Carson, NAR#11 069

Continued next page

Stoil Avramov presents his advanced glider wing study.

Photo: A. Williams

Chris Flanigan's R&D study of Pistons.

Photo: D. Carson

John Hochhiemer delivered a lighthearted

State of the NAR presentation.

Photo: K. Johnson

Trip Barber kicked offNARCON, ensuring us that

the schedules will be maintained.

Photo: D. Carson
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l ike to compete at that
level. Sign me up!

Things turned a little
more technical with
Chris Flanigan’s
excellent What’s New
in Designing for
Helicopter Duration.
Chris covered the
current state of the
practice and a little
insight into the
analysis involved for
lower power Helicopter designs. He then gave
us his take on designing for the G HD event
schedule for the upcoming NARAM. That is
quite a different beast.

After helicopters, Ed Lacroix briefed the The
New Look of NAR Competition. There is a
summary of this in the Competition Corner
column.

All in al l , there were tons of great presentation
topics and good flexibi l ity to jump from one
track to another. Sti l l , there were times I
wanted to be in two places at once. That’s the
sign of a very good convention.

demystified a lot of the HPR control systems for
me.

From there I moved to the Model Rocketry track
to catch the 201 6 World Spacemodeling
Championships with John Langford. John
kicked it of with a nice sl ide presentation, then
turned it over to James Duffy. James gave an
impassioned and eloquent talk about what it is

The technical sessions were organized into
four tracks. Those tracks were:

- Professional Rocketry & Spacefl ight
- TARC Rocketry
- Model Rocketry
- High Power Rocketry

Each track contained seven hour-long
presentations. Timekeepers kept the speakers
on schedule so that attendees could easily
jump from track to track to catch the
presentations of their choice. I bounced
around the tracks, checked out the vendors
and visited with folks through the day.

The Wallops Sounding Rocket group had
assembled an inert Black Brant sounding
rocket, loaded it on an open tailer and brought
it up to display. I t was a great idea and a
pretty cool sight sitting outside in the parking
lot. Turns out a sharp-eyed FBI employee
heading in to work spotted the Black Brant
and called it in to the Fairfax local pol ice!
Because, you know, there’s no better place to
hide a weapon than outside a Crowne Plaza
convention center, in a crowded parking lot,
on a flatbed trai ler, with bright orange traffic
cones around it. I think someone has been
watching too many Batman movies. The
Fairfax police were cool, they cheerful ly did
their due dil igence and checked it out. No
SWAT teams required.

My first stop was to get educated a little in the
basics of High Power rocketry. I started with
Trip Barber’s HPR Safety talk, which laid a
good foundation. I stuck around for Ben
Russell ’s excellent presentation of Dual-
deployment Systems & Techniques. Ben

The Wallops Black Brant inert round.

Photo: D. Carson

Ben Russell on Dual-deployment Systems.

Photo: D. Carson

Continued next page

NARCON, continued Saturday's Technical Sessions

Jim Barrowman presents Stability and

Aerodynamic Equations.

Photo: A. Williams

James Duffy on FAI comp.
Photo: D. Carson
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Saturday evening's social hour and subsequent banquet
offered an opportunity to visit with old friends and make
new ones.

After a good meal, Lee Piester presented the History of
Centuri Engineering Company and Early Days of the
Rocket Industry. Lee led us back to the days of his youth
during the dawning of the Space Age and shared his
journey into adulthood that included the creation of one of
the major companies in the industry.

Lee shared both images and actual hardware from days
long gone by to il lustrate the entrepreneurial development
of Centuri Engineering from a college thesis subject to a
mature leading edge company.

I t was fascinating tale that had everyone glued to their
seats.

Also at the banquet, the winners of the R&D event were
announced and door prizes were distribute to al l in
attendance! John Beans donated enough Jolly Logic
Chute releases for R&D winners and for one person at
each table to receive one! Thanks, John! A lot of other
great prizes were given out. Anyone who did not win one
of the drawings went home with a handy rocket stand.
Thanks to all the vendors who supported NARCON.

Vendors Room

Tom Lyon giving his whole wallet to a delighted Randy Boadway of

E-Rockets. Boadway makes the traditional one dollar change.

Photo: A. Williams

Frost Rocketry, featuring our own Doug Frost.

Photo: A. Williams

The Alexanders getting some shopping in.

Photo: A. Williams

Andy Jackson ofASP came up to support

NARCON.

Photo: A. Williams

Cato Chutes is in the house.

Photo: A. Williams

NARCON, continued

Saturday's Banquet and People

Continued next page
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IN MEMORIUM
ZOG-43 notes the passing of longtime NAR member Dale Greene,

February 6. Dale was a founding member and president of the

SPAAR NAR section (Pennsylvania) for more than 1 5 years. Dale

joined the NAR in the 1 960s and was active with NARAMs,

NARCONs and TARCs. , in doing so, helped influence thousands of

young students. He "payed forward," an example for the NAR.

Photos: G. Feveryear

NARCON, continued Saturday's Banquet and People

The Rocketry Show podcasters were working the

convention. Here, they are interviewing rocketry

legend Jim Barrowman.

Photo: A. Williams

Stoil, bringing home the cash,

with his 2nd place finish in R&D.

Photo: D. Carson

Some of the NARHAMS attendees.

Photo Collages: E. Pearson
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NARCON, continued

Kevin and Esther entering the Space Wing.

Photo: D. Carson

The magnificent SR-71 .

Photo: D. Carson

Nike-Ajax.

Photo: D. Carson

The UdvarHazy Center Tour

Two Dr. Goddard rockets.
Photo: D. Carson

Apollo 11 Command Module, Columbia,

getting cleaned up in the restoration center

before going on a 2 year, 4 city tour.

Photo: D. Carson

Docent-led tours for NARCON attendees.

Photo: D. Carson

Spartan 201 , the only satellite in

the hall that actually flew in space

(5 times! ).

Photo: D. Carson

The Udvar-Hazy Center is a mesmerizing collection

of aeronautical and aerospace artifacts packed in

so tight it is difficult to get a picture of an entire

rocket or plane. The centerpiece of the Space Wing

is the Space Shuttle Orbiter Discovery. Encircl ing

Discovery are rockets, satel l ites and models that

span the history and prehistory of the Space Age.

Sounding rocket row including

Nike-Cajun, Far Side and others.

Photo: D. Carson
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of red-colored aggregations of thol ins combined with the

directed deposits of l ight-colored methane ice. The result

is a planned, subtle blending of highl ights and shadows

seen on the Face’s cheekbone, upper l ip and chin. Of

course, al l of this portraiture was performed on an

impressively large scale.

How do you explain the other coincidences? The Face on

Pluto is located in the landmass named Viking Terra after

the Viking program which first imaged the Face on Mars.

NARHAMS conspiracy theorists contend that this is no

mistake. What about the Face of the lovable Sam

Gamgee being on the same latitude as the heart-shaped

Sputnik Planum? NARHAMS conspiracy theorists

say that this cannot be mere happenstance.

However, the Face on Pluto isn’t some crude hacking

into the surface such as the Face on Mars or the

geoglyphs etched into the Nasca Pampa of Peru.

NARHAMS conspiracy theorists argue that the Face on

Pluto appears to be created by the skilful l manipulation

The Viking 1 spacecraft captured an image of a

face in Mar’s Cydonia region during 1 976. At the

time, Viking project scientists attempted to explain

away the Cydonia Face as a ‘trick of l ight’ acting

upon a natural rock formation. Others weren’t so

sure. Their contention was that the Cydonia Face

is actual ly the creation of an intel l igent al ien

species. A connection to ancient Egypt was

promulgated since some claimed to also spot

pyramids within the Cydonia region.

The HiRISE camera on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter captured the same
Cydonian features some decades later. The high-resolution images appear to

portray the Face on Mars as being the product of more natural formations.

NARHAMS conspiracy theorists have announced that they have detected a Face on

Pluto. The Face is located within the Viking Terra region of Pluto which is situated

to the left of the famous heart-shaped Sputnik Planum. I ts l ikeness is eeri ly similar

to the loyal and lovable character of Sam Gamgee from the Lord of the Rings
movies.

The Astonishing Face on Pluto

Sam Gamgee

Image credit: The Telegraph

Close up of the Face on Pluto

Image credit: NASA/JHU-APL/SwRI

Intermediate close up of the Face on Pluto

Image credit: NASA/JHU-APL/SwRI

Location of Pluto’s Viking Terra

Image credit: NASA/JHU-APL/SwRI
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We’d been promised that the upgrades to the exhibits

in the Goddard Visitor Center would be completed in

time for the first Sunday in March Goddard launch.

Instead, we found a gallery that was sti l l very much a

work in progress. The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter

(LRO) remains as one of the few exhibits carried over

from the past. The future James Webb Space

Telescope (JWST), which is to be launched in 201 8, is

now the featured exhibit. Since no science images are

yet available, the JWST display currently comprises of

a model of the space telescope, several artistic

renderings and a display of technology-inspired jewelry

based upon the JWST theme. A very much fashion-forward Sally Cook

was on hand to model the earrings and a necklace. A new information

desk had been built and new carpeting had been laid down. Most of the

l ighting fixtures in the ceil ing sti l l need to be instal led and the remaining

exhibits need to be placed.

As for the launch, Mother Nature had her say. We’ve been teased with

mild temperatures for much of the past few weeks. However, launch

day saw the thermometer drop back into the thirties. The March launch

wil l l ikely go into the record books as the coldest launch of calendar

year 201 7. Merciful ly, the wind was absent and the skies were sunny.

Since the temperatures were cold, we weren’t expecting too large of a

crowd. We had advance knowledge of one group of eight that would be

in attendance. Another group that participated was the post-grad

aeronautical engineers from the University of Maryland. However, Ed

Jackson quickly picked up on the fact that an appreciable crowd was

gathering. Perhaps he noted that the check-in l ine was backing up to

the Apollo capsule. Ed quickly advised his wife Sarah, Alex Mankevich,

Ed Pearson and Mike Cochran that we’d better get our act in gear. Ed

By: Alex Manchvich
NARHAMS President

March 201 7 Goddard Launch Report

Continued next page

Rockets, big and small.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Ole Ed and Lt. Finkenstaedt.

Photo: B. Finkenstaedt 
Christina York (L) and Sarah Jackson
helped participants correct models that

didn't pass Alex's safety check.
Photo: E. Pearson  

The crowd watches the flights.
Photo: E. Pearson  
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took up his post at the launch control and the PA

system, Alex did the safety checks and pad

assignments, Sarah and Christina York did the on-field

rocket repairs and Mike did the pad assistance, igniter

wire replacements and recovery pole duties.

But, what about Ole Ed you say? Ole Ed found himself

assisting the National Capital Wing's Challenger 1

Squadron of the Civi l Air Patrol (CAP) under the

command of Lt. Bebe Finkenstaedt. Ole Ed’s expertise

served us well , since most of the sixteen or so CAP

rockets flew and recovered quite nicely. Ole Ed

continued with his photography duties and even helped

out with rocket recovery pole action. After al l that

activity, we weren’t surprised that Ole Ed passed on

running a marathon to cap off the day’s activities.

The line ups of rockets on the launch pad were

impressive. We saw everything sized from a tiny Mosquito

to a long Amazon. One group of flyers was intent upon

flying their Wizards on C6 motors. This normally-

frightening prospect was mitigated by the calm winds.

Amazingly, al l the Wizards actual ly returned to the field on

their streamers.

At the end of the day we tal l ied up 92 fights with just a few

mishaps of shock cord separation and one underpowered

fl ight. An impressive number of 52 First-Time Flyer

certificates were distributed by the Visitor Center’s Jul ie

Saba and Shirley Ramos.

GSFC Visitors Center Launch, Continued

Civil Air Patrol around the build table.

Photo: B. Finkenstaedt 

CAP collage.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Mike Cochran helped at the rack
with setups and put in new igniters
for misfires. He also retrieved a

tree'd model.
Photo: E. Pearson  

This Big Bertha was designated to the
memories ofRichard Crisco and Herb Desind.

Photo: E. Pearson  

Cool video of the
Launch by the CAP
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- Tom Ha announced his family was moving from PA to Goshen,
Indiana. His move was scheduled for late March and Maria to settle
later. The Ha's have been stewards of NARHAMS and their presence
and contributions of ideas, time and energy wil l be missed. Good
luck to the Ha's and thank you. They were 201 5 recipients of the
NARHAMS FROG award (our highest) and major contributors to
national efforts (NARAM, TARC, last Capitol Cup to cite only three).

- Sarah Jackson accepted the offer and
was voted into the position of new
NARHAMS secretary fi l l ing the vacancy
left by Chris Ha. In Feb, James Miers
fi l led in.

- J im Fil ler got Easter rol l ing with a talk
on egg loft competition.

- TJ Gallagher told of his grandfather's
successful efforts to retrieve his model
from the trees at Goddard and delivered
his science fair project to the club. TJ is
in fourth grade.

- Members of a Laurel TARC team
attended the meeting; they were also out
at Mt Airy, NARCON, and past Goddard
launches. Could these be our newest
members?. . , they are our nation's future.

Meeting Feedback by TJ via his dad,
Rick, "TJ expressed that he wants to join
the Model Rocket Club because:

1) the people are nice;
2) the people helped me with my rocket;
3) the gathering was fun;
4) the food was great!"

March Meeting Hightlights

Text and Photos: E. Pearson

Jen Ash cuts a farewell cake

(The Zog provided) for the Ha's

as a smiling Tom approves.

Jim shows off his MD flag

themed egglofter.

Left: TJ and his retrieved

Mercury Redstone (tree'd at the

Feb. Goddard launch).

Sarah reads February club minutes.

Seated--Bryce Stephens (L) an 8th grader

and Charis Houston--in 10th grade--are part

of a Junior NSBE TARC team (Kevin

Johnson mentored last year). Alan Williams

standing.

Tom Ha at his last meeting before leaving

town for his new job.
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The Spring launch at the Carrol l

County Ag Center in Westminster,

Maryland was held Sunday, March

26, a day delayed due to scheduling

confl ict at the Center.

Weather was not propitious, chi l ly

with 800’ cloud cover. The predicted

rains held off and the wind was

moderate and easterly, which favors

that site since recovery carries into

the adjacent field (as long as you

avoid the mid-field cluster of trees).

We had only six participants, unremarkable given the location, weather,

and that the Mt. Airy launch was flow the day before. Three were

NARHAMS members; Jim Miers (acting launch manager), Alex

Mankevich and Bil l Boublitz. We were also host to one guest flyer and

two members of a TARC team from Northern Virginia who made the

ninety minute drive up to get in some final fl ight exposure before

attempting their qualifying fl ights at Great Meadows next weekend.

In al l we logged only seventeen fl ights for the day, with motor impulse

evenly spread (motors from A8 to G57 were flown).

One and a half models were lost to the trees. The first was an Initiator

By: Alex Manchvich
NARHAMS President

March 201 7 Carrol Co. Ag. Center Launch Report

Rural launch setting.
Photo: A. Manchevich  

Jim Miers hooks up his model.
Photo: A. Manchevich  

flying on an F30. By itself no great loss since it was picked it up a

year ago for the price of a raffle ticket and the only investment in it

was the time to rebuild, but it took a parachute release with it. Ouch.

The second loss was the lower stage of the TARC team’s model, lost

due to structural fai lure. But the team now knows they have a weak

spot, and Alex and I were able to give them advice onupgrading the

design and improving their model’s aerodynamic performance as well .

I t was, in al l , a quiet and genial launch. My thanks to Bil l and our

guest Erik for staying aroundto help pack up the range, and

particularly to Alex who actual ly did most of the work.
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NARHAMS sent its own heroes to the
Heroes I I Boy Scout Camporee on
Saturday March 1 8, 201 7. This event was
hosted by the Four Rivers District of the
Baltimore Area Council of the Boy Scouts
of America, and was held at the Anne
Arundel County fairgrounds near
Crownsvil le, MD. The Camporee program
coordinator was Jim Krempel. The
NARHAMS Heroes Team consisted of John
and Mary McCoy, Alan Wil l iams and Alex
Mankevich.

The boy scouts made providing a STEM-focused experience for their youth a priority for this
camporee. NASA Goddard was asked to present a display on their Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission and their Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the
Environment (GLOBE) Program. Other groups exhibiting included the Civi l Air Patrol, a War of
1 81 2 re-enactment group and a World War I I re-enactment group.

John and Alex had visited the Anne Arundel County Fairgrounds the day before to set up the
launch range. We had decided to establish a highly-visible perimeter that would keep people
off the recovery area. We made a somewhat rectangular area of 200’ by 200’ using a pendant
banner to which we attached “Danger – Keep Out” signs. We took advantage of an existing
fence line so that we only need to rope off three sides. The range itself was a combination of
flat and sl ightly hi l ly terrain. Tall trees were nearby, but we figured we could avoid landing in
those.

NARHAMS exhibited a two-tent display ranging from Micromaxx rockets to John’s ten foot long,
two-stage “Grumpy Dawg”. Mary McCoy fearlessly jumped into the fray and fielded several
questions from our visitors. We had handouts for al l the major NAR and NARHAMS programs
including TARC, the Apollo Contest and the Goddard Visitor Center launches. The eye candy
that real ly drew the visitors in was Johns’ traveling micro show. We had a steady stream of
visitors throughout the day. Some scouts even asked John if he is the author of the book we
had on display – Handbook of Model Rocketry. John humbly admitted that he was not, in fact,
G. Harry Stine.

By: Alex Manchvich
NARHAMS President

Outreach: NARHAMS’ Heroes at the Heroes II Camporee

Continued next page

John McCoy setting up his demonstration rack ofmicro
motor powered rockets.
Photo: A. Manchevich  

Alex Mankevich brought out his colorful rockets and several
NAR and NARHAMS handouts for our booth visitors.

Photo: M. McCoy  

Mary McCoy with a table full of John's models.
Photo: J. McCoy  
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John's Der Red Max with diorama launcher
was featured for both the NARHAMS demo

launches at the Heroes II Camporee.
Photo: A. Manchevich  

NARHAMS also had a launch that
day at Mt. Airy. We had later
received reports from Jim Miers
and Mike Kelley that the field
conditions at Old National Pike
Park were a “sloppy mess” which
resulted in a launch
postponement. Our field
conditions were the opposite. The
snow fall of four days earl ier
hadn’t deposited as much snow in
the Crownsvil le area and our field
was snow-free and firm. We
hauled out System 2 and John
brought his own six-position
micro motor launch rack with
control ler and battery supply.

Our scheduled launch times were 11 :00 to 11 :30 and 2:30 to 3:00. We were informed shortly
before the start of our 11 :00 demo launch that a fly-over was imminent. We had envisioned
some cool mil itary fighter jet that would throw in a couple of barrel rol ls. Instead, we got a
Cessna that practiced performing a “search grid” for a downed aircraft. The pilot was determined
to give it the whole nine yards and we had to wait at least 20 minutes to start the launch. Alan
Wil l iams – the Voice of our program - was challenged to keep the launch spectators entertained
with NAR safety rules and NARHAMS upcoming events while waiting out the fly-over.
Eventual ly, Alan had to tel l the spectators to visit some of the other exhibitors and to return to the
launch range once the air space was cleared. I f one launch delay was not enough, wait there’s
more! Just as we were about to start the second demo launch of the day we were belatedly
informed that the Anne Arundel County Police helicopter would be taking off. Once again we dil ly
dal l ied unti l the air space was cleared.

Our demo launches ran the power gamut from micro motors up to B motors. John flew his Bic
Stick, Macme Shrew (steam punked), The Bat, Diminutive Deuce (2 micro cluster), 1 /A HD Micro
Wonder Whirl , Cherry Red Crayon, EC-1 /8A RG Glider, 4” Spool Daz and the Der Red Max( with
Diorama Launcher). Alex flew his Gnome, Wizard, Jinx, Baby Bertha, Nike Smoke, Heat Seeker,
Curvil inear and Der V-1 .5. Alan provided expert commentary on either the real-l ife aspect of the
scale models we flew, or provided commentary on how some of our models would be used for
NAR contest events such as helicopter and streamer duration. John got al l of his birds back, but
Alex lost his Gnome and Nike Smoke to the dreaded rocket-eating trees.

Camporee, Continued

John McCoy's EC-1 /8A RG Glider (left) and 1 /8A HD Micro
Wonderwhirl (right).
Photo: J. McCoy  

Mary and John McCoy welcomed the visitors to our
NARHAMS booth between our two demo

launches'
Photo: A. Manchevich
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Background: Our old Tom Ha has departed for the greener cornfields of the American
Midwest. As a result, an exciting opportunity has opened up in NARHAMS which is in
need of a replacement. Serious candidates need only apply.

Application Fee: Waived.

Disposition: Preference wil l be accorded to candidates that can demonstrate a sweet
personality with a kind smile and easy laugh.

Age Requirement: Desirable if you could be able to qualify in “C” Division in time for the
201 7 ECRM.

Height Requirement: You are required to be able to load a model rocket onto a launch rack that stands three feet above
the ground.

Fashion Taste: Jimmy Buffet-inspired leisure wear is acceptable, but you should insist, you’l l have to offer concessions.
NARHAMS logo embroidered clothing may be substituted for Buffet-inspired leisure wear.

Ability to ‘Pay It Forward’ at Outreach Activities: Essential and non-negotiable.

Rocket Contest Proficiency: Desirable, but not essential .

Ledo’s Likability: Candidates wil l be accorded ‘Better Qualified’ status should they demonstrate this preference.

Ability to Occasionally Provide Meeting Refreshments: Essential and non-negotiable.

Ability to Carry a Marine Battery for a 20 Foot Distance: Preference wil l be accorded to candidates who can attest that
they can demonstrate this abil ity within 3 months of accepting the Tom Ha position.

Serious candidates are to present themselves in person to the NARHAMS President at a NARHAMS monthly business
meeting by the end of June 201 7. You must present an unexpired NAR membership card, a valid driver’s l icense and
proof of ownership of either a pickup truck or a SUV. Moving and related relocation expenses are not available.

From the Zog, Alex Mankevich
NARHAMS Position Wanted:

A New Tom Ha
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NARHAMS’ inaugural launch for 201 7 at Old National

Pike Park was held on the sunny and mild third

Saturday of the month. The weatherperson kept

promising that the weather would turn warmer by the

weekend, and sure enough, we were able to enjoy a

spring-l ike day in wintertime.

Sarah and Ed Jackson provided the field equipment

transport vehicle and Mike Kelley was on hand to

help with transport and range set-up. We decided to

set up one 6-position rack and three

away pads. We didn’t set up the pop-

up tent, preferring instead to soak up

the warm sunshine. The control panel,

newly-refurbished by John McCoy with

new side handles and rubber footers,

made its on-field debut.

The onset of the launch saw Sarah and

Ed Jackson, John McCoy and Mike

Kelley taking advantage of very l ittle

wait times. John and Ed kicked things

off by launching their plastic model

conversions of the Estes Christmas

ornament that was handed out free at

our December Holiday Party. John flew

his converted ornament on a 1 /8A-5

and Ed flew on a 1 /4A-3T. You can

read John’s account of how he

prepared his rocket in the Jan/Feb 201 7

issue of the ZOG-43. Later in the day,

Continued next page

Breaking the Ice on the February 201 7 Mt. Airy Launch
By: Alex Mankevich

February ’1 7 Launch Manager

Tom Jackson had a small fleet of different size Der Red
Maxes. Here's a B-powered take off.

Photo: E. Pearson  

Matthew Perry (aged 8) impressed onlookers with his model
rocketry expertise--he's been at this for two years. Clockwise

from lower left--setup, hookup, boost, drift and recovery.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Launch range, when will it be green again?
Photo: E. Pearson  
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February Sport Launch, Continued

Continued next page

Tom Jackson caught holiday spirit with the

fl ight of his plastic model conversion flying

on a 1 /2A3-4.

Tom Jackson took the title of this launch’s

“Man with a Plan”. Tom as committed to

flying his series of ‘Der Red Max’ rockets,

and he flew them in order of increasing

size and weight. First up was his .24

ounce ‘Tiny Der Red Max’ on a 1 /4A3, then

his .85 ounce ‘Mini Der Red Max’ on a

1 /2A3, fol lowed by his 2.65 ounce ‘Der

Red Max’ on a B6 and he topped it al l off

with a fl ight of his 7.5 ounce ‘Super Der

Red Max’ on a whopping D-1 2.

John McCoy also gave thought and

purpose to his launch day. John made the

inaugural fl ights of his micro-sized models of real missi les. Launching from his

MIcroMaxx launch rod were the ‘U.S. Army Corporal ’ (1 :1 06 scale), ‘Sonda-I Ib’

(1 :41 scale) and his ‘T3-Skyhook’ (2.2X double scale).

Bi l l Boublitz was also on a proactive mission. Bil l came prepared to

accomplish the ‘large rocket’ and ‘two-stage rocket’ tiers of the NARTREK

Bronze Achievement Fights. These fl ights are required to be successful and

to be witnessed by two NAR members. Bil l flew his 48.7” long ‘Sahara’ on a

F26. His 46.4” long ‘Extreme-2’ was flown as a two-stage rocket, boosting on

a D-1 2 and staging to another D-1 2. Jol ly Logic chute release devices were

used for the recovery of both fl ights.

Fabrice Deruil leux nailed the published theme of the day – the President

Lofting. Fabrice used his ‘Eggscaliber’ rocket with a B6 motor to launch

Grover Cleveland, the 22nd and 24th President of the United States. I t’s been

rel iably reported that President Cleveland enjoyed his fl ight.

Feb 18 and 72 degrees - John McCoy is loving
this. Diane Pearson shares his mirth (in the shade).

Photo: E. Pearson  

Jef Fineran and his crowd pleasin’ Mean Machine upscale needed
Mike Kelley's pole help to get this tree'd model back.

Photo: E. Pearson  

Zog Alex Mankevich
signs off on Bill

Boublitz's Bronze NAR-
Trek certification papers.

Way to go, Bill!

Photo: E. Pearson  
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The Shafers, John, Natal ie and Rachel joined the action later in the

day. They were able to get in at least five fl ights ranging from the

‘Wizard’ on a ½ A to the ‘Vergion 4’ on an E-9. They brought their

own launch rail for their larger fl ights.

Jef Fineran provided the muscle and the crowd-pleasing roar of

bigger motors. Jef flew his ‘LOC IV’ and his way-upscale ‘Mean

Machine’ on G64 motors off his own away pad.

February Sport Launch, Continued

Perhaps owing to the combined facts that this launch was the first

since December 201 6 and the first launch after Christmas, we had an

impressive number of first-time fl ights. At least nineteen (1 9) fl ights

l ifted off for their first time into the sky above Mt. Airy. A total of 65

fights were recorded for the day.

Clockwise from lower left--Bruce Mitchell's Estes E9-6 powered Expedition.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Clockwise from lower left--Natalie Shafer's G-powered model painted Galaxy Black
(rough flat finish with silver flecks).

Photo: E. Pearson  
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College can be a difficult transition for
anyone. You are on your own on a new
campus, with new people, and
sometimes in a new city or state. The
classes are harder, there are so many
different clubs and activities, and not
enough time to participate in everything
while sti l l doing well in classes. Then
there’s also the financial aspect of
college. For me, and many others,
tuition is the silent ki l ler during the
semester. I have been very lucky and
have been fortunate enough to be the
recipient of a couple different
scholarships to help offset the cost of
going to a great university l ike Penn
State.

One of the scholarships that I have
been fortunate enough to receive the past two years is the NAR scholarship. The NAR
scholarship is honestly one of my favorite scholarships to apply for because it is the
easiest one for me to complete. The requirements for the scholarship are easily met for
most rocketeers; one year as an NAR member and attending or planning to attend
college, university, or technical school, and the applicant must be between the ages of
1 7 and 22.

The application itself is very straightforward and doesn’t take very long to complete.
There are the standard questions about what college/university/technical school the
applicant is/wil l be attending and what major they wil l be pursuing. Then there are a few
questions about how long the rocketeer has been participating in model rocketry and
his/her primary interests in rocketry. This part of the application usually takes 5-1 0
minutes.

The second requirement of the application is to obtain two letters of recommendation;
one from an educator and one from your section advisor or another active rocketeer.

THE NAR SCHOLARSHIP
Michala Alexander, NAR# 851 96

Image: Central Valley Electric Cooperative

Did you know that NARHAMS members Michala
Alexander, Natal ie Shafer, and Rachel Shafer each
received a $2000 scholarship from the NAR to attend
college this year? They were just three of 1 4 post-
secondary students who received $1 000 or $2000
scholarships in 201 6. Over 1 00 students have gotten
a boost from the NAR since the first scholarships
were awarded in 2001 .

I f you’re a teacher who uses model rocketry as part
of your curriculum, or you incorporate model rocketry
into an after-school program, you may be eligible for
a $500 Robert L. Cannon Educator Award from the
NAR, and you can apply year after year.

Perhaps you work with a rocket club, Scout group,
Civi l Air Patrol squadron or 4-H group. I f your
program involves model rocketry, you can apply for a
$500 Extracurricular Activity Grant (EAG). Five
schools and an after-school STEAM group have
received grants since the program began in 201 5.
(TARC teams are not el igible.)

The application deadline for scholarships, Cannon
awards, and Extracurricular Activity Grants is June
1 st. You can find detai ls and application forms at:

http: //www.nar.org/educational-resources/nar-
scholarship-program-and-robert-l-cannon-award

Good luck!

Did You Know?
Scholarships and Grants

from the NAR!
Mark Wise

Continued next page
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When I choose these
people, I look for an
educator and someone
that I have flown with that
knows how active I am in
model rocketry as well as
my academic activities.
For example, my
educator
recommendation for the
last two years came from a former teacher who I help implement a
rocketry unit in her classroom every May.

The third section of the application is the easiest to complete. I t is
to obtain a high school or college transcript. I t doesn’t have to be
an official transcript, which makes it real ly easy to acquire. I
download it as a digital copy, because I l ike to submit my
application online instead of mail ing a copy.

Final ly, the fourth section is the essay. This essay is very simple
and is less than 500 words. The essay is about how model rocketry
has enhanced the applicant’s educational pursuit and what kind of
model rocketry experiences the applicant has had. Have they flown
competitively? Done research with model rockets? Have they
helped teach elementary and/or middle school students how to fly?
Have they done presentations about how to compete in model
rocketry? The options are endless. This essay is the easiest of al l
the scholarship essays that I write because there are so many
ways that model rocketry has had an impact on my life and how I
look at situations and problems as a result.

The NAR scholarship is very simple to apply for and does not take
much time. I t’s simply complete information about a hobby that
every rocketeer enjoys and participates in regularly. This
application takes very l ittle time to complete and the scholarship
itself helps me so much every year. I am very grateful to the Board
of Trustees and the NAR for evaluating the applications each year
and sacrificing their own time in order to help make careful
selections of who should receive the scholarship money.

Image: Cedar Education Lending

Scholarship, Continued
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The launch on the first Sunday in February

201 7 at the Goddard Visitor Center was the

first launch of the New Year. January’s

launch had been cancelled because the

first Sunday fel l on New Year’s Day. Over

the past several years, the first Sunday in

February has also been Super Bowl

Sunday. That coincidence, along with it

being a winter month, was expected to

have some impact upon the crowd size.

This year is the 41 st. year of public model

rocket launches being conducted at Goddard. Ole Ed Pearson pointed

out a poignant anniversary also associated with the February Goddard

launch. I t was in the month of February in 1 962 that the recently-

deceased John Glenn made his historic orbital fl ight. There was no

Mercury-Atlas model present to commemorate Mr. Glenn’s fl ight,

however a Mercury-Redstone model did take fl ight.

The Visitor Center was all topsy-turvy due to its scheduled update to the

displays in the main gallery. That gal lery was not accessible and all the

door entrances and been blocked off on their outsides by fencing.

Selected exhibits had been moved into the hallways and into the

auditorium room. The Science on a Sphere exhibit was in ful l swing.

That meant that we were able to access all the launch equipment and

supplies for the February launch. We had to make one other

adjustment involving the necessary contacts with the FAA and TSA for

call ing in our fl ight waiver. Ole Ed had to use a cell phone to make the

necessary calls since the phone we normally used is located in the

closed-off gal lery.

We had one more issue to deal with, and that regarded in the health

By: Alex Manchvich
NARHAMS President

February 201 7 Goddard Launch Report

Continued next page

Ole Ed hamming it up, Bill laughs.
Photo: A. Manchevich  

Alex at the launch controls as a model
drifts back EP.

Photo: E. Pearson  

Shirley Ramos (L) and Julie Sabor of
the VC staff--our hosts.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Alex Mankevich (Center) giving preflight safety briefing.
Photo: E. Pearson  
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and well-being of our range crew. Ed Jackson ran a fever that morning

and Mike Cochran was suffering from a bad back. Both dudes emailed

me early on Sunday morning, so their absences were anticipated.

Fortunately, Bil l Boublitz showed up alive and well , so a troika of

NARHAMSters comprised the range crew for the day’s launch.

Alex did the Firing Officer, safety briefing and color commentary roles. Bil l

did the Safety Check station and pad assignments. Ole Ed helped

wherever and whenever he was needed. Ole Ed did rocket recovery,

igniter wire replacement, NARHAMS public relations and event

photography.

We were blessed with a fine day considering it was the month of February.

The temperatures fl irted with 50 degrees and the sky kept on getting

clearer and sunnier as the launch wore on. The surface level wind was

light, but the upper level wind was somewhat breezier. I suppose the

airplane pilots must have been watching the Super Bowl preview programming, since

there was practical ly nothing overhead in the airspace.

This was another month in which the peanut gal lery observing the launch seemed to

be larger than the number of flyers participating in the launch. The total number of

fl ights was 51 and twelve new First Time Flyer certificates were awarded.

The conclusion of the launch day was personally rewarding for me. I had to perform

recovery pole duties and had handed off the firing officer duties to Ole Ed for the last

few fl ights of the day. Ed had remembered to acknowledge our predecessors with

fl ight dedications. Ed also remembered his sense of humor whenever a microphone

is in hand. Ed reprised his infamous ‘pseudo countdown’ routine. You know the one

….. “Now, everybody help give a good Goddard countdown to this model . .

.5…4…3…2…1…” (nothing happens). Then Ole Ed says, “Now that was a perfectly

good countdown, but at Goddard we can do better! 5 … 4… 3 … 2 … 1… “ (launch).

Whereas I have heard that routine several times now, it was fun to see Bil l Boublitz’s

reaction to Ole Ed hamming it up on the mike.

February Goddard Launch, Continued

Composite of some of the 51 flights.
Photo: E. Pearson  

Alex summarizing the completed
launch; Shirley takes a visitor call.

Photo: E. Pearson  
Bill Boublitz performing safety checks.

Photo: E. Pearson  
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My dad, Walter Wil l iam Harvey, NAR #78268, passed away back on
Feb 2 201 7. Everyone grieves the loss of a loved one differently and I
have experienced many of those thoughts and feelings since he has
passed. My dad known as Bil l or simply Pop was a great husband,
dad, grandfather and so much more.

His interest in my hobby started when I was about 1 3 years old. Pop
had spent some time building tissue and balsa airplanes mostly doing
control l ine planes. I would take my model rockets out to the ball field
right near our apartment and Pop immediately took an interest in my
hobby. Looking back on things now, I recognize he was interested in
flying model rockets, but the bigger prize was he got to hang out with
me and some years later my kids and even my brother’s kids flying
model rockets and having fun.

As the competition launches became events on the family calendar
more and more, I invited my dad and mom to attend with us. We went
to the annual Goddard contest events as well as ECRM and even
some of the regionals in Pittsburgh. NARAM 41 , 42, 43, 45 and 46
were family attended meets.

NARHAMS won the section national championship at NARAM-43 and
mom & dad attended. They flew as the “Newton’s Grandparents”
team. They won first place in streamer duration something I had never
done at a NARAM!
I could always count on Pop to offer me an alternative way of thinking about problem solving. My brain just couldn’t see how
he had seen it unti l he detai led it for me.

One of the things that sti l l sticks me with to this day is his NAR 5 digit number he received upon joining was the exact same
5 digits in a different order…..as my NAR number…… how did that happen?

Pop enjoyed all those rocket launches over the years and just hanging out with the guys. There’s not a day goes by I
don’t think about him and I sure do miss him….. Hug your loved ones!

Remembering My Dad
By: Jim Filler NAR # 27862
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Congratulatons to the
Newlyweds!

Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

April 1 Classic Model Craftsmanship
May 6 Fly-I t, Take-I t Build
June 3 Open

Upcoming Launch Themes:

April 1 5 Easter Egg Loft
May 1 8 Armed Forces Rockets
June 1 7-1 8 ECRM Regional Meet and Sport Launch

Bits and Pieces

Kevin Johnson and Esther
Roura tied the knot on Friday,
March 24, 2017 in Annapolis,

Maryland. The NARHAMS
Family wishes them a lifetime of

love and happiness.  

Photo: E. Pearson

Welcome New/Renewing Members

New Members

Lora Moffitt, Marcus D'Arcangelis, Eduardo Veiga, Dale
Wndsor, John Thompson, Richard Crooks, TJ Gallagher,

Joanna Baggs, Melissa Brown

Renewals

Raul Pena, Jim Fil ler, Dave Fuller, Michael Brown,
Demitre and Stoil Avamov, Ed Pearson, Scott Branche,
Sarah Jackson, Mike Cochran, Tom Bagg, Andrew Harris
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NARAM-59 Competition and
Sport Launch

Events:
Open Spot Landing
C altitude (tracked)

B Super-roc Altitude (altimeter)
C Payload Altitude (altimeter)
B Eggloft Altitude (tracked)

G Helicopter Duration C and T divisions
D Helicopter Duration A and B divisions

C Flex-wing Duration
Scale

Concept Scale
Research & Development

Jul 29 - Aug 4
Muskegon, MI

They are also planning an FAI World Cup
Event, along with high power and other

fun events

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

East Coast Regional Meet

The 44th running of ECRM will be held on

June 1 7-1 8, 201 7 at the Old National Park,

Mt Airy, MD. The events will be:

1 /2A Streamer Duration

Correction: B Eggloft Altitude (altimeter)

Open Spot Landing

Random Duration

Classic Model

1 /2A Rocket Glider

Latest Update to New Competition Rules
Don Carson

Ed LaCroix walked us through the current status of updating the competition landscape. The

basic structure and approach has remained unchanged. Modifications have been made

based on feedback from the community. His presentation can be found here:

http: //www.nar.org/wp-content/uploads/201 6/07/NARCON-201 7-New-Compeition-LaCroix.pdf

The universal ly vi l ified name Space Qualifying Series (SQS) is now called the National

Rocketry Competition (NRC). There wil l be 6 events selected each year for folks to fly

through the year. Those in the top 1 0 or top 1 0% in any event are eligible to compete for

Event Special ists Awards (ESA) at NARAM and the best of those we become National and

Reserve Champions. Remember NARAM is sti l l open to everyone, anyone can win event

Steel City Smoke Trail XVII
May 6 - 7, 201 7

Hosted by: PSC #473 Pittsburgh Space Command

Location: Weber Farm - 595 Tie Line Road, Grove City, PA

Events

1 /2A Parachute Duration

A Rocket Glider

B Eggloft Duration

C Payload Altitude(Altimeter)

C Flexwing Glider

Contact: Pittsburgh Space Command

Continued next page

Competition Corner:

Competition Rules Update
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awards and overal l meet award independent of the

NRC/ESA stuff.

Teams composed solely of younger team members

wil l compete with individuals in A and B Division

(based on the age of their oldest team member). A

Div. is 7-1 4 years old, B Div. is 1 5-22. There wil l sti l l

be a separate D Division for teams with a member 23

or older (akin to the current T Division).

A national scoreboard of al l everyone’s best NRC

flight for each event wil l be maintained online through

the year.

In an attempt to level the playing field for the variety

of ranges available, NRC events tend to be on the

lower power end of the scale. Altitude event results

wil l temperature and launch site elevation

compensated. Duration events don’t need to be

returned.

Competition points wil l not be accumulated through

the year. At NARAM, weight factors for events wil l be

gone, al l events carry equal weight. Points for places

in event wil l change to a range from 25 pts. for 1 st

place down to 2 pts. for 1 0th and 1 pt. for lower

places.

There is, at this point, no plan for a National Section

Champion. Some praise this, some hate this.

The plan is to put this in place for the next contest

year, starting after NARAM-59.

Competition Corner, Rules, Continued
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body with a 4’ wide by 40” long streamer. The streamer

can be made from tracing paper or my favorite half mil

mylar. Competitors may use other sizes as long as the

length to width ration is at 5 to 1 minimum. The key to this

event in my opinion to build the l ightest weight model you

can, boost it as high as you can and of course catch

some thermal activity. An Estes Gnome kit could be used

with a competition streamer but it would be a heavy

option. ASP sells a great kit you can get here: 1 3 MM

Streamer Kit

B ELA (altimeter) The abbreviation stand for Egglofting

altitude using a “B” engine and an altimeter for

performance measure. There are many considerations for

this event that make it a huge challenge. You have to loft

a raw large egg to the highest altitude using a “B” engine

and recovering it without damaging the egg. You can read

a great resource here: Strategy For altitude events the

difference of only a few meters can determine the

winner. Weight is a huge penalizing factor for this event.

Many of the older Estes kits are simply too heavy to be

competitive in this event. I recommend either scratch

building a model using an 1 8 mm body with a l ightweight

egg capsule on top (Plan is here) or getting a

competition style kit from either ASP 1 8mm

Eggstravaganza or Apogee 1 8 mm EggTosser. For

altimeters, the smallest l ightest version contest approved

is the Adrel BMP. This one comes from Poland, NCR wil l

be carrying these in the near future. Another good choice

is the Firefly by Perfectfl ite. One last one that I wil l

mention is the MicroPeak by Altus Metrum.

What is an ECRM? The Forty Fourth East Coast Regional

Meet is scheduled for June 1 7th & 1 8th 201 7. NARHAMS

has been hosting this NAR sanctioned contest for

decades. I do not know much of the history before ECRM

1 7 which was the first one I attended as an adult in 1 990. I

have been the contest director for this event since ECRM

24 with the exception of ECRM 41 . So if you look

elsewhere in this copy of ZOG-43 you wil l find the l ist of

events. 1 /2A SD, B ELA (altimeter), OSL, RDD, CM, 1 /2A

RG. So what exactly does this mess of numbers and

letters mean? I am going to offer you some more detail on

this and what some options are for you to participate in

some or even all of these events. All events must use

contest certified motors. The list is located here:

http: //www.nar.org/standards-and-testing-committee/nar-

certified-motors/

You need to read the specific rules for every event to clarify

detai ls. The link to read the sporting code events is here:

http: //www.nar.org/contest-flying/us-model-rocket-sporting-

code/

Altimeters you can use in an NAR contest can be found

here: NAR Altimeters

1/2A SD The abbreviation stands for Streamer Duration

using a 1 /2A engine. This is actual ly one of the easier events

to fly. This event can be one of the hardest events to win.

There are kits available or you can fly a very basic three fins

and a nose cone model. I f the later, you should use a 1 3mm

ECRM-44, A Guide to Building, Flying, and Beating
the Pants off those other Competition Flyers
By Jim Filler, NAR #27862

18mm Eggstavaganza
Photo: ASP

1 3 mm Streamer Model.
Photo: ASP

Continued next page
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reproductions of classic kits. However, entries must be built and

finished to represent a version of the model available for sale as a kit

prior to 1 990. The entry can be an upscaled or downsized version of

the original model.

1/2A RG The abbreviation stands for Rocket

Glider duration flown with a 1 /2A contest certified

motor. This is an event about fl ight duration:

whose rocket can stay up in the air the longest in

stable gl iding fl ight after being launched vertical ly

with a rocket motor of a specified total impulse. All

parts of the rocket that boost must return together.

Therefore, staging and pop-pods cannot be used.

The gliding portion may not use flexible materials

for its aerodynamic surfaces (if it did, it would

belong in the “Flexwing” event) and may not have

an attached parachute or streamer. There are

many plans available at the bottom of the NAR

page at rocketgl ider-duration. There are also a

few kits available as well . I highly recommend the

Cirrus Breeze by Apogee. This kit is great for a

beginner or experienced modeler. Apogee

provides video clips in the instructions to show

how to build the model.

Al l of these events might seem overwhelming, but can be understood

by reviewing the rules for each event in the sporting code referenced

earl ier in this article. I would encourage you to come fly at the contest

even if you think it wil l be tough to win. Anyone coming out to the

launch wil l be able to fly Open Spot Landing and or Random

Duration only and not pay any contestants fee if you are an NAR

member. Come out and join the contest flyers and you might just

surprise yourself. I f you have questions let me know, I am always

happy to answer questions about flying contest events. You

can reach me at zog1 39@yahoo.com

OSL The abbreviation stands for Open Spot Landing. This event can
be flown with your favorite sport model. You only get one fl ight and

your model has to come back in one piece, it cannot separate

intentional ly or unintentional ly. Some flyers wil l use a saucer style

model if the spot is close enough, some like to

use a larger model with a minimum engine.

Streamer recovery is usually the preferred

method for a traditional style rocket. I have been

flying an Estes Baby Bertha for years and can

usually get a decent fl ight out of.

RDD The abbreviation stands for Random

Duration. You can use any kit that recovers in

one piece with any contest certified motor you

want. This is a very challenging event since the

target duration is not known unti l immediately

before the event. One strategy is to have single

model that can be widely adjusted including

mass, recovery device size, and motor

impulse/size. A second strategy is to have a

family of models that are targeted to specific

durations or ranges of duration. For either

strategy, many test fl ights may be needed to

tune the model(s).

CM The abbreviation stands for Classic Model. Difficulty points as

scored by the judges should be considered in addition to the

craftsmanship of the model. Classic Model is an event that

emphasizes craftsmanship while remembering the historic legacy of

model rocketry. The purpose of this competition is to produce a flying

replica of a classic model rocket kit. The model must have been

available for sale in kit form prior to 1 990, and the builder must

provide documentation to support this. Models that are sti l l in

production can be entered in this event, including models that are
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Cirrus Breeze
Photo: Apogee
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Richard Morrow has announced that his publication “Small

Sounding Rockets” c2000 is now back in print. This is a must-

have book for scale model rocketeers and for rocketry history

buffs.

The companion CD has many color photos and enlargeable

drawings of the vehicles in the book. New to the “Small Sounding

Rockets” companion CD is an exhaustive l ibrary of blueprints of

the Cooper Development Corporation ASP-I (Plumbob), SCAMP,

and ASCAMP with the sampler (diffuser) nose. The most

complete data on the Terrapin is also included.

Scale and History Fans
Small Sounding Rockets Is

Back
Improved with Available CD!

NIght Launch History Data Needed!

John McCoy is updating the Night Launch Tech-Tip. He is in
particular need of any photos and accounts for night launches for
the years 1 999, 2000, 2005 (the 1 st of two night launches that
year 05-1 4-2005), 2006, 2007, 2009, & 2011 . These years there
was little or no coverage in the Zog.

His personal fl ight log & photo gallerys have some information on
several of the missing years but his fi les are mostly detai led fl ight
data for his rockets, general weather info and observations.

Any and all insights, memories, photos or captions of these
unreported Zog-43 years wil l be greatly appreciated. Please
pass the along to John at: mrcluster@yahoo.com.
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